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                                                DOB - recalibration
                                                for eventual "R" and "S" study.

(-)  0.01mg
 -   0.03mg    from page 152      0.02 - 1.5mg with others.
 -    0.1mg
 ±    0.2mg

 ±    0.4mg 4/10/77 9:15AM=[0:00] [1:00-1:15] v. slight head effect [2:00] clear.
         [3:30] a little addle-headed - maybe starry through [9:00] [12:00] all OK.
         at most, ±

 +    0.6mg 5/6/77 7:05AM=[0:00] note quiet, subtle window [3:00-8:00] - drop at
         [10-11] clear at [12] - try water shed run off [with] 5-OCH3 DIPT at
         [14:30] q.v. overall +, interact [with] Robert Thompson.

 +    1.0mg 5/15/77 6:30AM=[0:00] [1:15] aware - a very light effect persisted all
         day. Probably gone by [12:00] but still intense talk - thought I would
         have trouble sleeping, but OK. Monte Rio. +.

 +++  2.0mg 7/21/79 ATS, AP 7:45PM=[0:00] [1:10] real effects - very quiet entry
         [2:00] to ++ - developing f.[3 to 4] to a +++ physically (much tremor) and
         mentally (Mobius strip of reality) some LSD-like aspects - extremely easy
         eyes-closed entry into problems (personal) of depth, yet easy exit. little
         eyes-open distortion. Music quite impressive [5-6hrs](+++) Some fitful
         sleep [8-10hrs]. 12 hrs still ++ - [with] easy lapses of attention [20]
         still + finally out (?) [36hrs].  Very rewarding.  Interesting to check
         "R" isomer.

 +++  2.8mg 12/18/79 AP ≡ 7:00=[0:00] Both clear, 24 hrs p.absorb. [1:00] to + or
         sl. > + [1:30] ATS ~ ++ AP > ++. [3] AP severe cramp. Near fainting
         response to "pain" - but no pain. Near loss of consciousness -> flash of
         depersonalization - out of body. [3.5 to 5] clear +++ some visual - but
         truly extreme MDA, MDMA-like - this time no mobius unreality [6] ATS prism
         ring around moon. severe "after images" [with] point light [9:00] off of
         +++ - 1st sleep - v. deep [14:00] still + - nearly [24] before completely
         baseline. Not the drama of the 2.0mg - but very +++.


